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Abstract 

Festivals in India are important part of the society. Each festival has its own tradition. Wearing new cloths, decoring the 
houses, making delicious foods, arranging dinners, visiting the relatives’ houses, distribution of sweets are some activities done during 
the festivals. Beside this offer special pray during the festival.  EidulFiter (Ramadan), EidulAzha, Muhram, EidMiladunNabi (SAW) is 
some big festivals. Muslims one month fast in the month of Ramadan and wear new cloth, and make some special sweet. Fitra and 
Zakat also distributed in the poor families. Eidulazha is another festival. Financial stable family makes qurbani make three parts and 
distributed two parts of meat in the poor families as well as relatives and one part keep for self-use. Both festivals impact on economic 
of the society and provided more employment to the short-term entrepreneurs in the society. While tourism has a long history of use as 
a tool for regional development, events and festivals are a more recent policy option. Indeed, today events, especially sport events, are 
considered a great deal and have grown tremendously during recent years. That is precisely why nowadays events take a vital part in 
economic planning and tourist development of many regions and cities.  This research paper is to be discussed about “Economic 
Impact of Festivals on Local Employment” 
 
Keywords: Zakat Fitra Fasting Qurbani, Economic Impact, Religious Festival, Regional Multipillars, Local Economy. 
 
Introduction 
Statement of the problem 

“Festivals promote diversity, they bring neighbors into dialogue, they increase creativity, they offer 
opportunities for civic pride, they improve our general psychological well-being. In short, they make cities 
better places to live.” 

David Binder 
 

Festival plays very important role in economic development of every country. India is one of the most important countries in 
the world where so many religious festivals offer. Deepavali, Dasera, Naagpanchami, Ramzan, EidulAzha, Muhram, Easter, Onam are 
some religious festivals which offer worldwide, and also offer in India.   Each religious festival offers on particular date and month. 
Offer pray according to their religious. Every religion gives the welfare and humanities support to the poor families and help the 
society.  According to a widespread belief, hosting a major sport event is still promoted as being extremely positive since it is said to 
create new jobs, flush millions of dollars into the community’s empty coffers and strengthen the economy of the host region. It is 
generally accepted, that events may also have the potential to create benefits that are not directly measurable in money terms such as 
creating a certain civic pride among residents of the host region or ‘putting a city on the map’. Nevertheless, as experience teaches, the 
main argument for justifying funds of public nature are the expected economic benefits that events are perceived to create However, 
the question whether the corresponding massive investments that undoubtedly have to be made, are justified and in turn entail a 
positive economic outcome has yet to be answered. Although there have been many attempts in event-related literature during the past 
twenty years to shed some light on this particular issue the results still remain controversial and researchers are considerably debating 
about the most appropriate methodology for evaluating any kinds of events, since a substantial number of results from studies is said 
to be biased 
 

Economic impact studies are one of the most frequent tools to evaluate major and minor sporting events in order to assess 
direct and indirect economic outcomes for the respective host countries and its surrounding regions Nevertheless, some hurdles and 
inconsistencies with regard to methodology and calculation of the economic impact need to be overcome. Some scholars denote that 
frequently inconsistencies with regard to methodology and calculation of the economic impact are forced by political pressure from 
outside.  For instance, they suspect a hidden intention behind some economic impact studies by stating that ‘although some of these 
studies have been carried out to satisfy the intellectual curiosity of the scientific researcher, many economic impact studies have been 
made in the interest of politicians and administrators who want to realize a (too expensive) sports project’.  Against this background, 
this paper aims to review economic impact literature on special events and festivals in an effort to provide with a concise summary. 
Particular thought is given to: (a) key features of economic impact studies, (b) state of the art regarding current research practices, and 
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(c) potential sources of bias. Altogether, the outcome of this paper aims firstly, to give the reader an overview about economic impact 
assessments of events, and it will serve secondly as the reference guide for further studies including empirical attempts. Notably, the 
latter is of great value for local event and destination managers, decision makers and students whose effort is to calculate direct 
economic impact but are at the same time facing the lack of reference in this regard. 

 
Key Features of Economic Impact Analyses 

Research on the economic impact of events covers an immensely diversified range of approaches and perspectives. Research 
varies from investigating economic impacts of events or facilities on housing values, stock markets, employment and wages, tourism, 
civic pride as well as the general economic impact on the host region.   In this case, direct estimation by using primary data will more 
likely thoroughly identify those impacts that visitor expenditures are crucial for estimating economic benefits for host regions. For that 
reason and in order to focus on current work, the following literature review will place main emphasis on re-search papers about topics 
concerning economic impact de-rived from additional expenditures that are directly attributable to an event. Recently, a number of 
scientists have been examining different methods to determine an appropriate methodology for calculating the economic impact of 
different events.  The term ‘economic impact’ used in isolation can have several meanings and can be interpreted from different 
angles. Nevertheless, in the context of events, definitions still vary considerably within the literature. While there is no scope to 
entirely recite all debates fully in this paper, it is nonetheless necessary to outline the main features of the term.  To summarize, the 
main point the presented definitions have in common is the emphasis on the fact, that economic impact is derived by additional 
expenditure that is directly attributable to an event. Generally speaking, economic impact analyses are primarily needed to convince 
stakeholders, sponsors, governments as well as event organizers that investing public and private money into major events is 
necessary. According to Crompton the underlying scenario of creating economic impact by investing public money in events and/or 
facilities with economic intent, can be described by the sequence of actions that are illustrated below mentioned. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Crompton, Lee & Shuster, 2001 p. 80. 
 
Basic principle for undertaking economic impact studies  

In the first instance local inhabitants are actively ‘funding’ the city council of their hometown by paying taxes. Secondly, the 
city council uses some percentage of these financial re-sources to support the construction of a facility or the implementation and 
realization of an event. Thirdly, either a facility or the event draws visitors and spectators from abroad or other cities into their 
community. Subsequently, those visitors spend money in the host city either during the event or inside the facility as well as before 
and after the event or outside the facility. This so called ‘fresh’ money in turn generates income and jobs for the residents of the host 
community, which completes the cycle. Residents give funds to the community and are in exchange rewarded with additional jobs and 
higher household income as a return on their initial investment. 

 
Significance of the Study 

Festivals are part of life which is based on religion. Each religion has its own faith. Every festival impact on society and way 
of life. Making food, wearing cloth, decoring the house and shops, praying etc. is based on religious. Business men’s get more benefit 
during the religious days.    They also stock the materials according to forecasting of the demand. Small entrepreneurs also start their 
business during the religious days. Short term entrepreneur’s entre in the market to run a business according the local demand. Small 
entrepreneurs invest the money for short term business. They cannot take huge risk and take interest in short term business.  Short 
business activities can divert in long term by providing start up and skill development programs. Young generation is wants to start 
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business but due to financial problems and unaware of business process they are investing low investment on short term business 
activities. Star up and skill development programs can start on the basis of a festival and local needs of the area. This helps in increase 
national product as well as proper utilizing of the resources and increase the employment opportunity in the country which helps in 
control unemployment and mobilization of human resources.  
 
Review of Literature 

Already in 1995, Crompton expresses criticism by discussing eleven main factors that contribute to inaccuracies of economic 
impact analyses. Concerning the use of multipliers, Crompton denounces the usage of sales multipliers instead of household income 
multipliers, since it does not reflect additional income that inhabitants of the local economy receive for paying taxes. Furthermore, he 
criticizes the common misinterpretation of employment multipliers as well as the usage of incremental instead of normal multiplier 
coefficients. Likewise, borrowing multipliers from similar impact studies (fudged multipliers) is according to Crompton not desirable, 
since each event and community is unique. Moreover, Crompton blames the common confusion of the concepts of ‘turnover’ and 
‘multiplier’ as well as the tendency to claim total instead of marginal economic benefits for producing misleading results. In addition 
to that. By including the above-mentioned groups into impact calculations, results will be biased due to the effects of substitution. 
Additionally crowding out and leakage effects are very likely to occur but are most commonly ignored. Among others, western 
scholars Matheson, Preuss and Kwiatkowski emphasize this view. Substitution effects occur when spectators or residents visiting a 
sport event spend their money at this particular event instead of spending it at other sites or activities in the host community. This 
plain-ly results in a reallocation of money in the host community rather than in ‘new money’ that has been brought to the region 
because of the event. Crompton argues as follows in this regard: “Expenditures by those who reside in the community do not 
contribute to an event’s economic impact because these expenditures represent a recycling of money that already existed. There is no 
new economic growth, only a transfer of resources between sectors of the local economy. It is probable that if local residents had not 
spent their money at the park and recreation event, then they would have disposed of it either now or later by purchasing other goods 
and services in the community. Twenty dollars spent by a local family at a recreation event is likely to be 20 fewer dollars spent on 
movie tickets or other entertainment elsewhere in the community. Expenditures at an event by local residents are likely merely to be 
switched spending, offering no net economic stimulus to the community. Hence, it should not be included when estimating economic 
impact”. 

 
Objectives of the Study 
Following are the clear objectives of the study. 

1. Analyse the employment opportunity during the festivals at Hyderabad 
2. To find out the barriers of short-term entrepreneurs. 
3. Find out the economic and social factors of the festivals. 

 
Methodology 

Simple random sampling method is used with structured questioner and makes a discussion with the short-term 
entrepreneurs. Collected date used for analyzing by using simple statistical tools.  
 
Limitations 

Analysis is depending on information provided by the short-term entrepreneurs during the festival days in Hyderabad city of 
Telangana State India. Data is collected from temporary or timely started business men in the festivals except tailor shop.  
 
Reason of selecting two Festivals 

Ramdan and EidulAzha are two important festivals of the Muslims. Muslims offer special pray and fast of one month in the 
month of Ramadan, wear new cloth and make number of food items. Zakat and Fitra distribute among the poor families. So many 
small traders start short term business with small investment. It helps to control short term unemployment problems. Beside this Eidul 
Azha is another festival of Muslims. Financial stable families give qurbani. This festival creates so many employment opportunity in 
the society.  
 
Reason for selecting Research area 

Hyderabad is a metropolitan city and capital of State Telangana. No of families from all over India migrated and settled in 
Hyderabad. Large numbers of employment opportunities are available in different part of the Hyderabad. 
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Ramdhan: Ramazan is a one of the important Muslims festivals which offer worldwide as well as in India. Muslims fast one month 
Ramdhan. Ramadhan is name of a Islamic month of 12 month in a year. Men and women and above 12-year children with good health 
offer fast of one month. Unhealthy peoples are exempted with the fast. It starts with seeing first moon of month Ramadan and end 
with seeing next month moon, ie Shawal. Shawal is Arabic month which come after Ramadan. Tarawih is a special Namaz which pray 
during the Ramadhan month after Ishannamaz. Ishan is a fifth time namaz of a day which offer after 7 o clock PM. Timing of Namaz 
is differ from country to country and area to area, which is based on rising and set of sun, but method of offer is equal. Wealthy people 
distributed Zakath during the month of Ramadhan on their savings during the year. Amount of Zakat can distribute during the year 
according to need of the poor peoples. 2.5% of their saving must distribute among the poor peoples.  Fitra also distributed among the 
poor peoples in the shape of money or food items. Amount of Fitra is depending on the price of food items. Fitra must distributed from 
every person of the house to the poor families before offering Ramadan EidNamaz.  
 
Analysis during Ramadan 
Table No 1: Types of Business 

Name of Business 
Fruit 
sellers 

Haleem 
Sellers 

Curd and 
Bhajji 

Tailors 
Cap and 
perfume 
sellers 

Total 

No of Sample 20 20 20 20 20 100 
Percentage 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 100% 
Average No of people 
engage in per shop 

03 12 5 07 1 28 

Source Primary Data collected by the researcher. 
 

Above table shows the sample size and average no of people engage in per shop during the Ramadhan Month., this data is 
belonging to small Haleem sellers only. They open the Haleem shop only for the month of Ramadhan. They are not professionals in 
business. Haleem shop providing more employment opportunity compare to other business.  It is observed that young people are 
eating more Haleem than aged peoples. Hence Haleem shop is doing more business in the market. Tailors shop got second position in 
providing employment opportunity. Tailor shop is a permanent shop and they are professionals. Fruit sellers and Snack sellers also 
open their shop only for Ramadan month. They are providing average employment. Perfume seller is a sole owner of the business. It is 
a professional business man.  
 
EidulAzha:  EidulAzha is one of the most important festivals of Muslims which offer throughout of the world as well as in India. 
Rich people give one goat as Qurbani from his side or from family side. Meat and every part of the goat divided in to three parts or 
share. One share keeps for self-use, one share distributed in the relatives and another one share distribute in the poor families.  Bull, 
Beef, Camel can also give as a Qurbani. Seven members can join in this Qurbani. It is an Arabic month. On the day of festival 
Muslims pray namaz. Qurbani can be done within three days of festival. 
 

During this festival farmers sold their animal in the market. Farmers get much money which helps to meet their domestic 
expenditure as well as to pay debt or invest in agriculture and business. It is observed that some of the young g unemployed peoples 
took a loan from relatives for short term period and invest in purchase and sold of animals. They get sufficient profit within a short 
period.  Grass sellers sold gross in a huge quantity and they get good income with small business. Like this plastic pockets also sold in 
the market which is use to pack the meat during this festival small traders like Tiffin centers, Tea stalls, Fruit sellers, Water sellers run 
their business on the road side or footpath. Travelling owners like Lorry, Auto, Trally drivers got a job.  It is a good opportunity to the 
small traders to run a business.   

 
Analysis during EidulAzha 
Table No 2: Type of Business 

Name of Business 
Goat 
sellers 

Gross 
Sellers 

Tiffin 
Stalls 

Meals 
Centre 

Log and 
knifes 

Total 

No of Sample 20 20 20 20 20 100 
Percentage 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 100% 
No of people engage in per 
shop 

7 3 8 9 4 31 

Source: Primary Data collected by the researcher 
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Above table shows the short-term employment opportunity during the festival of EidulAzha. Meals centers open on the corner of the 
road more people engage in this business compare to other business. Tiffin Centre also provided good employment during the festival. 
Goat seller comes from surrounding states of Telangana to the Hyderabad and open a shop in a tents and open place on corner of the 
road. It is observed that some nonprofessional young people took loan on short term from near and dear for goat selling business, They 
purchase a huge quantity of the goat from the villages and bring them in market on before two days before festival day.  
 
Summing Up 

Festivals are the part of every society. It is depended on religious and customs of the society. Every festival plays very 
important role in economic development. Entrepreneurs and business men’s wants to get more profit from their business, it happens 
only completion the wants of the society. EidulFitre and EidulAzha are the most important festivals of the Muslims. Small or micro 
entrepreneurs entered in the market and they started timely business, and they get sufficient profit in the short-term business. Short 
term investor sweat the festivals for starting seasonal business. It is saw that short term partnership business also started during the 
festivals. Short term investors can convert in long term investors by providing proper entrepreneurship, Startup, Make India, training 
programs. It is observed that young generation wants to start business but due to financial problems and lack of experience they are 
demotivating in the field of business. Loan Facilities and proper training helps the generation in creating employment and migration 
problems. DeepavaliDashera, kite Festival, GurunanakJainti, Ganesh Festival, RamaNoumi Festival, Muhrametc are some big 
festivals, it offers all over our country as well as in the world. Proper training according to local market helps the generation to 
motivate them to make a great entrepreneur.  This goal has been achieved by providing the reader with (a) key features of economic 
impact studies, (b) state of the art regarding current research practices, and (c) potential sources of bias. With regard to the above 
discussion, it can be concluded that in general economic impact analyses are a use-ful tool to assess possible impacts of events for 
several involved parties, nevertheless the list of potential failures is long and the analyses are prone to sabotage and overstatement. 
Moreover, the outcome is very dependent on the respective commission-er, the ambitions and expertise of the executer as well as the 
political and financial background. In order to diminish biases, respective economic impact studies should be conducted but also read 
with caution and in the best-case scenario thoroughly reviewed. 
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